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Abstract: The paper analyzes the utilization of cable screen currents for earth fault identification and
location. Attention is paid on cable and mixed feeders—cable and overhead lines. The principle
of operation is based on utilization of 3 criterion values: Ratio of cable screen earthing current
and zero sequence cable core current—RF110/15, phase shift between cable screen earthing current
and zero sequence cable core current—α and cable screen admittance defined as a ratio of cable
screen earthing current and zero sequence voltage—Y0cs. Earth fault location is possible thanks
to discovered relation between RF110/15 and α, whereas Y0cs allows for reliable detection of earth
faults. Detection and identification are very important because it allows to increase the reliability of
supply—reduce downtime and number of consumers affected by the fault. The article presents a
phase to ground fault current flow for different power system configurations. At the end solution,
which improves location capabilities is proposed. The solution is analyzed in PSCAD software and
verified by network experiment.

Keywords: cable screen; earthing system distribution feeder; mixed cable-overhead line; protection
relay; fault location; fault detection

1. Introduction

Nowadays one can notice a tendency to increase the number of measuring equipment installed
in power system networks. The topic is analyzed by different organizations i.e., CIGRE WG
B3.44—Substation servicing and supervision, present and expected future use of mobile devices
and sensors. It is however noted that similar trends are observed in different industries. In industrial
applications, one can observe the tendency to install 4.0 generation sensors, whereas in the consumer
electronics industry one can observe the tendency to install more and more IoT devices [1]. It is,
however, necessary to underline that, increasing the number of sensors leads to an increase in the
amount of data. If data is not utilized properly will have a negative impact on the cost of IT system
connected with data transmission, processing, and storage [2]. In order to maximize the effectiveness
of installed sensors, it is necessary to process data locally, particularly in the case of wireless sensors,
which have a limited amount of energy [3]. One has considered a fact that data transmission is more
energy-consuming process than local data analysis. The paper focuses on the utilization of cable screen
currents of MV power cables. In previous papers, a few functionalities were proposed—utilization
of cable screen currents for identification of cable screen erroneous connection and for identification
of earth faults in cable lines [4,5]. Moreover, proof of concept regarding the identification of line
affected by phase to ground fault was presented. The literature presents additional functions like
the identification of cable sheath faults. The paper presents earth fault for different configurations
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of power lines, the criterion of phase to ground fault detection is elaborated and the methodology of
identification line affected by the fault is presented. Identification of line type affected by the fault is
important in order to increase the reliability of the supply of MV distribution systems by reducing
the time of fault removal and blocking of operation of auto-reclose. Reduced number of unsuccessful
auto-reclose operations, helps to reduce thermal and mechanical tensions, which lead to oxidation of
connection surface and PD discharges [6]. Moreover, a reduced number of unsuccessful auto-reclose
operations helps to increase the quality of supply since voltage transients and sags connected with fault
occurrence are reduced [7]. One has to hover notice that not all faults at the MV side are seen on the
LV side. Thermal and mechanical tensions resulting from unsuccessful AR operation can be reduced
by PulseCloser technology [8]. One has to underline that overvoltages still exist and could damage
insulation and therefore utilization of prosed solution or combination of both is recommended.

Analysis of phase to ground faults is important since approximately 70–80% of all faults are phase
to ground faults i.e., 72% in Portuguese [9]. In the case of cable lines, approximately a few earth faults
are observed per 100 km, whereas in case of overhead lines a number of faults are in the range of
20/100 km [10].

The proposed method is developed for 3 phase 3 wire system with 1 neutral point grounding
or isolated systems. Four wires network, multi-point grounded network and others require different
methods of fault location and blocking of AR [11]. The presented criteria are not valid in multi-point
grounded system since additional earthing points would create parallel paths for earth fault current
flow. As a result of the parallel current flow paths, cable screen earthing current could be bigger
than zero sequence cable core current. The effect could be compared to reverse capacitive current
presented in paragraph simulation. An exception would be a few point earthed system i.e., 2, but only
if the neutral earthing points would be outside the protected feeder. The schematic diagram of the
proposed solutions is presented in Figure 1. The second paragraph presents a method of fault location
in MV networks. The next paragraph presents a simulation model and describes relations important
for fault location. Simulation results are confronted with the measurement taken in MV network
during network experiments. One previous last chapter presents the algorithm of identification of line
type affected by fault and branch as well as the system for ground fault identification. The summary
presents the most important features of the system and presents the scope of future works.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the developed system (the elements described in this study are marked
in blue, and the elements in blue [5].

2. Methods of Fault Localization

The literature presents a big number of solutions developed for the identification of the line
affected by the fault. The topic is important for power system distribution networks, industrial and
railway networks [12]. Despite a big number of localization algorithms presented in the literature,
only 2 methods are utilized on a bigger scale—fault current indicators and distance protection
relay [13,14]. Effectiveness of distance protection relays under phase to ground fault is strongly
limited—[15] claims that identification of 1/3 of the feeder, which could be affected by the fault is a
success. Distance protection is commonly used in HV and UHV lines and can identify the type of line
affected by fault as long as the fault is not close to the point of line transition—cable to overhead [16].
Principle of operation of distance relay is presented in Figure 2—protection zone determined via
impedance setting is marked with blue lines and feeder impedance, including branches, is marked with
black color. Unfortunately measured fault impedance can be greatly shifted from the line impedance
what is caused mostly by measuring and parameter errors as well as fault impedance—on MV level
only resistance is considered. As a result, it is almost impossible to identify faulted branch.
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Figure 2. Characteristics of distance protection.

Utilization of distance relays in MV networks is connected with many problems i.e., difficulties
with a determination of k parameter Equation (1) required for proper calculation of impedance under
phase to ground fault [17,18]. Effectiveness of distance relays is affected by load before fault occurrence,
fault resistance, presence of additional power sources and others [19]. Due to many parameters
affecting impedance measurement, there is uncertainty range of impedance measurement and distance
to fault is only approximation.
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1
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)
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where Z0 is zero sequence impedance, ZL is positive sequence impedance.
The next alternative for the phase to ground fault location is the utilization of the phase shift

between current transients recorded in different parts of networks [20]. The method is developed for
cable lines, however, it is necessary to develop a method for cable—overhead lines. The disadvantage
of the method is connected with the necessity of human interpretation of results and the necessity
of high-quality devices—recording signal with high sampling rate—in range of MHz, which in turn
increases the cost of the hardware. Automation of devices. Similar method—traveling waves method
in 2 places uses additional processing methods—Teager Energy operator to identify the moment of
traveling wave occurrence and wavelet Hilbert Huang transform for identification of transients [21].
Different methods of identification line type affected by fault are the installation of additional sensors
along the protected feeder i.e., PD sensors on cable joints [22]. The concept, however, requires high
investment costs and operational problems. The next identification concept is connected with an
optimization algorithm for earth fault location. The method can be used in isolated and compensated
mv networks. Unfortunately, the effectiveness of method operation depends on fault resistance and local
energy sources. The effectiveness of identification is in the range of 80–95% [23]. Despite the presented
method, harmonic based methods like Zon, Volna, ZVN, YC3, etc. or symmetrical component-based
i.e., negative current are used [24,25].

Probably fault current indicator gained the biggest popularity in MV networks. The fault
indicators indicate the area between indicators as an area under fault conditions. The disadvantage
of the indicators is many complications and technical constraints i.e., installation and maintenance
of the fault indicators [26,27]. Effectiveness of fault location can be increased if electrical signals
are processed via advanced tools i.e., wavelet and correlation with other systems like geographic
information system—GIS i.e., it is possible to claim that fault was created because of contact with
tree, when trees are marked in GIS system one can reduce the area of search to place with trees i.e.,
forest [28]. It is also possible to analyze voltage sag type in order to identify fault reasons and localize
the fault [29,30].

Presented methods are based on phase currents measurements. The presented method is based
on the screen current measurement. The literature presents information about the utilization of
screen current measurement for identification of line, however, 3 phase cable screens currents and
complex algorithms are necessary, whereas in the case of developed method only cable screen earthing
current—I0cs is needed [31]. Only 1 side current measurement is needed in the method and simple
signal processing method what significantly reduces the cost of measuring equipment comparing to
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the other presented solutions. Due the specific operation—identification of the segment affected by
the fault is compared with similar solutions—fault indicators and distance protection is compared in
Table 1. Different fault location methods are compared in [32].

Table 1. Comparison of earth fault location methods in MV grids.

Methods Fault Current Indicator Distance Protection Proposed Solution

Detection of 1fg faults Yes Yes Yes

Detection of 2fg and
phase to phase faults Yes Yes Yes 1

Fault location
identification

The section between 2
indicators 2

The estimated location of
phase to phase faults 3

Estimated location to faults in
cable lines and identification

of line type affected by faults 4

Identification of branches
affected by faults

Yes, if additional current
indicators are installed and

integrated with the fault
management system 5

In exceptional cases 6
Yes, if there are significant

differences in electric
parameters between lines 4

The complexity of
measuring system

Very big – many measuring
systems

Big – complex algorithm
and hardware 7

Average – utilization of
additional current sensors for

I0cs measurement

Advantages Possibility to install indicators
in convenient places

Good operational
performance in case of
phase to phase faults

Gives the possibility to use 2
different time settings

Operational issues

Difficult installation and
maintenance actions in

different places.
Communication is required 8

Difficult – expensive
protection relay tester is

required 9
Average difficulty 10

Proper operation in case
of neutral point failure No No Yes

Auto reclose blocking Possible 11 In exceptional cases 12 Possible
1 According to preliminary investigation it is possible to detect 2 phase to ground faults using cable screen earthing current.
Due to complexity, the topic is excluded from the paper content. 2. The effectiveness of fault current indicators strongly
depends on number of indicators used. Theoretically fault current indicators could be installed at every support structure
of the overhead line. At the same time one has to notice that cost would increase greatly. 3 The estimated location in case of
an earth fault in distribution network is 1/3 of the protected feeder. 4 Detailed description in the following sections of the
paper. 5 From technical point of view earth fault current indicators can be adopted to any complex feeder. One has to
underline that performance (unwanted trips or missing trips) of simple fault current indicators has often been questioned.
6 In exceptional cases it is possible—if points on RF110/15 = f(α) differ significantly, it is possible to indicate branch affected
by fault (the principle is presented in paragraph 4). 7 In case of conventional distance relays one can observe complex,
sophisticated algorithms, which require fast hardware for real time control of 6 fault impedance loops. 8 Communication
failure can compromise the system. 9 Verification of distance protection performance require a tester with 4 current and 4
voltage outputs. Additional training for utility employees responsible for testing is required. 10 Detailed description and
analysis is difficult what is presented in the paper. At the same time however one can notice that interpretation of method,
development of model is relatively simple. It is believed that a few hours training would be sufficient to educate a new
utility employee. 11 If earth fault indicator is installed at the end of the cable lines. 12 In exceptional cases—long overhead
line and short cable line.

In the literature, much attention is paid on the analysis of local energy sources on protection
relay [33]. Proposed solution work properly in active system networks with many additional power
sources and new devices like fault current limiters (FCLs) etc. since zero-sequence current flow is
not affected by Dy transformers and YYn transformers, ungrounded at MV side [34,35]. Local energy
sources could affect zero-sequence current flow if YNyn transformer is used [36,37]. In such case local
energy sources i.e., prosumers could have an impact on zero-sequence current flow. In most cases
however prosumers have small power and as a result, the impact is also small. At the same time
one has to underline that in the polish powers system, apart from exceptional cases, networks are
grounded in only one point, what allows to neglect the impact of local energy sources on zero sequence
current completely.

Despite the possibility to distinguish line type affected by the fault, the proposed algorithm is
capable of identifying branch affected by the earth fault. One has to underline that the possibility
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of branch identification is limited and depends on electrical parameters of power lines—mostly
on cables length and earthing resistances, what is presented in the paragraph—simulation results.
An additional factor affecting the proposed algorithm is connected with power system reconfiguration
i.e., tie open point modification [38]. To compensate for network reconfiguration, one can send fault
data and network information to the central system. Based on the data simulation model is created i.e.,
in PowerFactory (version 2019 SP4, DIgSILENT GmbH, Gomaringen, Germany) or PSCAD software
(v6.1, Manitoba Hydro International Ltd., Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada). Simulation software is used
to obtain data for different fault locations, which are further compared with measured fault data.
Simulation software can be run in background mode thanks to API interfaces [39]. It is also possible
to increase the accuracy of results if weather data or other will be used to assess earthing resistance.
The proposed method can be used in cable lines with different bonding configurations i.e., cross bonded
lines or one point bonded lines [40].

3. Measuring System

The proposed solution utilizes Rogowski coils for current measurement. The measuring system is
presented in Figure 3 [5]. In many places around the globe, conventional current transformers are used,
however, utilization of Rogowski coils fits in world trends. One of the main reason for CT transformer
installation are historical issues—current transformers not only provide measurand, but also energy to
run analog relays [41]. Nowadays relays are connected to an external power supply and power from
CT is not necessary. It is, however, difficult to replace conventional CT transformers because some
protection relays are not able to read Rogowski coil signal so an old CTs are replaced with a new a one
and when protection relay needs to be replaced it is adopted to an existing current sensors. Authors
believe that protection relays manufacturer should equip protection relays with bigger number of
inputs—Rogowski and conventional or provide accessories for signal conversion. In many cases,
new protection relays already use Rogowski coil to measure secondary side transformers and some
manufacturers already offer relays with both current input types [42].
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Figure 3. Measuring system; NP—neutral point of ZNyn transformer, BB—MV busbars, Re1—resistance
of 110/15 earthing system; Re2—resistance of MV earthing system.

4. Simulation Tests

Earth fault current flow in the MV cable line network is presented in Figure 4. The model is
built from the following components: 110/15 transformer, grounding transformer, earthing system,
cable, and overhead line [43]. The cable line is modeled as a Frequency-dependent line and considers
distributed parameters.
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Figure 4. Cable screen current flow.

Figure 5 presents earthing current sources. The current sources marked with yellow, grey, red and
green are presented in the previous author’s publications [4,5]. Sources marked with red-blue and
light blue are presented in the next paragraphs. Simulations were made in PSCAD software. Attention
is paid on earthing resistances and the number of cable earthing points because those parameters have
the biggest impact on simulation results. Moreover, earthing system resistance is a function of time i.e.,
resistance made of pipe 3

4 inch with a length 3 feet in rocky, clay ground is varying in the range of 42
do 77 Ω. Depth of earthing system installation has a big impact on resistance variation i.e., 10 feet
long 3

4 pipe is varying in the range of 37 to 58 Ω [44]. Variability of earthing resistance depends on the
earthing system’s spatial layout and material of the earthing system and soil type [45]. It is possible
to assess earthing system resistance using weather station data or humidity sensors installed in the
distribution system network.
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In the previous author’s paper [5], a concept of faulted line identification is presented. In case of
fault between cable screen and cable core, the phase shift between I0cs and I0cc current is 0, whereas in
case of a fault in overhead line installed after the cable the phase shift is 90. The presented concept
is a valid hover is simplified. In real cable lines, the phase shift can vary in a relatively broadband,
which is presented in the paragraph.

Simulations were aimed at sensitivity analysis on a reduction factor of 110/15 kV substation
and phase shift between the zero-sequence current measured in cable cores and earthing current.
Attention is paid on cable parameters, mostly on cable screen cross-section and cable length and
earthing resistances.

Mathematical description of cable lines reduction factor is given by the formula [46]. Mathematical
description of reduction factor of cables with ECC wire can be found in [47], the reduction factor of 3
core cables in [48] and in [49] reduction factor of parallel lines. Most publications focus on electrocution
protection and consider a case of phase to screen fault, where touch voltage has the biggest amplitudes.
A reduction factor of mixed power lines—cable, overhead lines is based on the scheme presented
in Figure 6.
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Relations presented in Figure 6 allows to develop following set of equations describing the cable
screen earthing current:

a11Icsa + a12Icsb + a13Icsc = b13I0cc (2)

a22Icsb + a21Icsa + a23Icsc = b23I0cc (3)

a33Icsc + a31Icsa + a32Icsb = b33I0cc (4)

Igr = 3I0cc − (Icsa + Icsb + Icsc) (5)

aii = (Re1 + Lczc + Re2); i ∈ [1, 3] (6)

ai j =
(
Re1 + Lczmi, j + Re2

)
; i , j (7)

bi =
(
Re1 + Lczmp,i + Re2

)
; i ∈ [1, 3] (8)

After solving the presented set of equations using method of substitution following formulas
are obtained:

3I0cs = 3I0cc

1−
3Re1 + Lc

(
zc − zmp,1

)
Lc(zm1,2 + zz) + 3Re1 + 3Re2

 (9)

Earth fault in overhead section is also connected with electrocution hazard, it is, however, smaller
than in case of fault along the cable line. Additional attention is paid on HV and EHV line because of
high zero sequence currents amplitude resulting from direct earthing of neutral points. Electric shock
protection requires additional analysis and is presented in [51].
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It is also possible to identify line affected by earth fault in microgrids, what actually is simpler
since lengths of lines in such grids are typically smaller. At the same time, one has to remember that
microgrid requires additional protection relay—interface protection [52]. Identification and location of
2fg faults requires separate attention and is part of current research [53].

4.1. Cable Lines

Among factors, which could influence angle α is the self-capacitive current of the cable line. In case
of uniform cable line (without additional earthing resistances) practically whole capacitive current will
flow through the earthing system of 110/15 substation. The capacitive current from healthy phases
is then flowing to the grounded phase through MV windings of transformers. For case of simplicity
only D winding of 110/15 kV transformer is considered and isolated network is considered. Blue color
represents the capacitive current of a cable line, whereas orange color represents capacitive current of
overhead line. Idealized earth fault (fault resistance is zero) occur in place EF1 and all capacitive current
is flowing to the place of earth fault. If earth fault would occur in cable line marked with red color
(location EF2), the capacitive earth fault current of cable line measured at location marked with I0cs
would be compensated because blue arrows have opposite direction. At the same time self-capacitive
current measured in cable cores would be compensated for the same reason. The current flow is
presented in the Figure 7. Unfortunately, with the increase of cable length and increase of earthing
system number, factors presented as negligible will play a bigger role and consequently, angle αwill
be varying. The biggest α and smallest RF110/15 can be observed for the case of earth fault at the end of
the cable line. Simulation results consider only this—worst case.
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Figure 7. Capacitive component of earth fault current flow in mixed feeder; cable line marked with red;
overhead line marked with yellow; another power lines marked with green; Te—grounding transformer;
Ts—secondary winding of 110/15.

Another factor, which have an impact on RF110/15 and angle α is reverse self-capacitive current,
which flows to place of fault from load side and reverses induced current resulting from the flow of
capacitive current as is presented in Figure 8. L1 is a length of cable between 110/15 substation and
fault location, whereas L2 is the length between fault location and cable end. As can be observed
self-capacitive current flows through whole cable length (L1 + L2). On the length, L1 current is
compensated since current from 2 ‘healthy’ phases is flowing to the grounded phase. On distance
L2 however one can observe only current flowing to supply side, as a result zero-sequence current
on distance L2 is greater than 0 and according to induction law, the current induces additional zero
sequence current in cable screens. The induced zero-sequence cable screen current has a different
phase shift than zero-sequence current resulting from the galvanic connection. As a result, angle α
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of the resulting zero sequence current is different. Despite described currents, in Figure 7, one can
notice additional current marked with light blue, which is a part of self-capacitive current flowing from
opposite direction. The current is usually small and negligible, however, in case of high capacitance
behind the fault location i.e., long cable or MV substation the current can also influence angle α and
RF110/15. The same effect is observed in overhead line and the current is marked with yellow. Red color
represents earth fault current component flowing through neutral point. The bigger the component is,
the smaller is the effect of reverse capacitive current.
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Figure 8. The idea of reverse self-current (capacitive) and reverse self-induced (capacitive) current.

Analysis of the Figures 9 and 10 allows to observe that with the increase of cable length, angle
α is rising. When cable length increases, an amplitude of earth fault current returning to the 110/15
station is reduced at the same time a difference between I0cs and I0cc is rising—what results in a rise of
a magnetic field, which induces a current in cable screens. Current flowing through cable screens is a
combination of current resulting from galvanic connection and induction. With the rise of cable length,
an amplitude of MV earthing system current rises and at the same time voltage resulting from current
flow through earthing resistance increases. As a consequence, voltage difference between earthing
system at load side and supply side increases, what in turn can induce a flow of circulating current.
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Figure 9. RF110/15 for faults between cable core and screen at the end of the cable line in a
trefoil configuration.
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Figure 10. α for faults between cable core and screen at the end of cable line in a trefoil configuration.

4.2. Cable—Overhead Lines

In case of earth fault in overhead section of mixed feeder in the ideal case—short cable line
grounded with high resistance, angle α is 90◦. With an increase in the length of cable, more and more
current is flowing through the earthing system instead of screens of ‘healthy’ phases. Earthing system
of MV network has resistive character and therefore angle α is changed.

The number of earthing systems and resistance has a big impact on earth fault current flow.
In order to assess the impact of the parameters on α and RF110/15, a model presented in Figure 11 is
developed. It is assumed that the same cable type is used 3 × 150/25 or 3 × 150/50, which is clearly a
simplification since normally cross-section of cable core and screen is reduced since fault current is
reduced by increasing length of lines (lines impedance), what naturally limits short circuit power and
thermal stress.
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Figure 11. A model for testing the impact of the number and earthing systems of a cable line on the
earth fault current distribution.

Simulation results for faults outside the cable line are presented in Figures 12 and 13. It is assumed
that resistance of the earthing system is below 10 Ω—1, 2, 3, 5, 7 or 10 Ω and earth resistivity is
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200 Ωm [54]. Surface earth resistivity has an impact on current induced in the earth around the cable
line [55].
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Figure 12. α for faults in overhead section of mixed feeder (cable in a trefoil configuration).
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Figure 13. RF110/15 for faults in overhead section of mixed feeder (cable in a trefoil configuration).

As is presented in Figures 12 and 13, cable screen cross section has limited impact on results.
Increase of cable length leads to an increase of the RF110/15 and decrease of the α. Increase of R earth
leads to decrease of the RF110/15 and increase of the α. Presented relations make identification of line
type more difficult—the precise measurement of I0cc and I0cs currents is required. At some point, it is
practically impossible. The maximum cable length, which allows for proper identification in case of
cable lines with just one earthing system at the end is approximately 10 km. One has to however
underline that when the length of the cable increases the uncertainty of simulation results also increase
therefore results are limited to 5 km long cable to avoid hasty conclusions.

A big number of factors affecting RF110/15 and angle αmake the analysis more difficult, however,
the presented result confirms that the presented concept can be used in real-life scenarios to distinguish
between faults in cable and overhead sections.
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There is boundary earth fault condition—fault in a transition point—change of line type. In this
case, RF110/15 and α can be strongly affected if earthing resistance is comparable with surface earth
resistivity and resulting resistance between cable screens and fault location.

Figures 14 and 15 present impact of earthing system number on RF110/15 and α. Increasing cable
length and number of earthing systems makes the identification of line type affected by the fault more
and more difficult and at some point, it becomes impossible. 3 core cable, which is almost completely
replaced with 1 core cable in most countries could have a different type of cable sheath, but in most
cases, the sheath was made of uninsulated Pb alloy. The sheath acts as a multi-point (indefinitely
large) grounding system and therefore presented criteria are not operational in these types of lines i.e.,
AKnFt [56]. It is possible to use the presented criteria in 3 core cables with XLPE insulation, which are
installed in Scotch MV networks [57].
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Figure 14. Impact of earthing system number on angle α.
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Further analysis allows to conclude that the presented method could be adjusted to
complex—multi-branch feeders (Figure 16), which are quite common in distribution system network
and are included in benchmark models i.e., CIGRE [58]. The idea is based on previously presented
relations—change of induced current in the function of line length. If branches are created by
cables, which lengths differ significantly or resistances of earthing systems in different branches
differ significantly one can observe the significant change of induced currents. As a result, one can
reduce time to locate failure since a significant part of the feeder can be excluded from the search
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area. The proposed methodology is very interesting, but unfortunately not universal. In some feeders,
the proposed method could be a very effective tool for earth fault location and identification, whereas
in different feeders it is only possible to identify the type of line affected by the fault. It is believed that
distribution feeders should be analyzed in the context of the effectiveness of the proposed method.
If the method is effective one can resign from the installation of fault current indicators, which are
effective, but cumbersome solution.
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5. Research in the MV Network

Measurements in MV networks are taken at a new mixed feeder. Cable line connected with 110/15
station is made of 3xNA2XS(F)2.Y 150/25 12/20 kV cable, which is 370 m long. The measurement
system is presented in Figure 17. Rogowski coils are installed on cable cores and screens and additional
fault recorder is installed at the secondary side of instrument transformers. The role of the additional
recorder is to verify measuring errors at the secondary side. In this particular case, brand new current
transformers with low ratio 75:5 allowed to get the acceptable measuring error—amplitude error below
5% and phase error in range 10–15◦.
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The tests were based on applying an artificial connection between the working conductor and the
cable screens with the help of a controlled circuit breaker. During the tests, the number of cable screens
connected to the earth earthing system was changed and no effect on the natural current flowing in
healthy phases was noticed. Overvoltages in grounded return screens were also measured during the
tests to determine the risk to cable screens, but the subject is analyzed in separate project.

Table 2 presents the results of the network tests. After test number 2b one of the lines was
switched and as a result earth fault current is changed significantly since tests were carried out in
compensated network with tap regulated coil in neutral point. As can be observed simulation results
and measurement results were similar with an error below 5%. Figure 18 presents cable screen and core
waveforms for case number 1, after operation of the active current forcing system, presented in Table 2,
as can be observed currents flow evenly in all phases, but one can observe additional distortions in
cable, through which an earthing current is flowing.

Table 2. Results of network tests.

Lp.
Measurements in MV Connection with Ground Simulation Results Simulation Errors

I0żr I0żp αr RF110/15 A B C I0żp αs RF110/15 RF110/15 ∆α

1 44.025 42.706 1.75 97.0 1 1 1 43.384 0.03 98.5 1.59 −1.91
2a 44.066 41.812 1.62 94.9 1 0 1 43.125 0.14 97.9 3.12 −1.64
2b 42.67 40.208 2.7 94.2 1 0 1 41.759 0.14 97.9 3.89 −2.84
3a 34.865 33.347 1.98 95.6 0 0 1 33.401 0.29 95.8 0.21 −1.88
3b 33.391 31.278 1.44 93.7 0 0 1 31.992 0.29 95.8 2.25 −1.28
4a 33.402 31.018 3.35 92.9 0 1 1 31.168 0.04 93.3 0.44 −3.68
4b 31.814 29.631 2.79 93.1 0 1 1 31.168 0.04 98.0 5.23 −3.06
5 31.601 0.677 86.9 2.14 1 1 1 0.891 81.84 2.8 31.75 −5.62

αr—angle measured on the primary side.
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High harmonics content could have a negative influence on the operation of protection relays and
therefore the signal is typically filtered to remove unwanted components of the signal—in case of the
proposed solution only fundamental component is left [59].

6. Developed Algorithms

Presented results can be expressed as the RF110/15 in a function of α, which allows for
simpler identification of line type affected by the fault. Figure 19 presents results presented in
Figures 9, 10, 12 and 13 expressed in RF110/15/α plane for different grounding resistances 1, 2, 3, 5, 7 and
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10 Ω and length of cable lines in range of 1 to 5 km. Shades of gray represent faults at the end of the
cable line and shades of blue represent faults in overhead lines. Dashed lines determine 2 zones—fault
in cable line is marked in section defined by dotted black lines and earth faults in overhead section of
the protected feeder are marked with blue, dotted lines. As can be seen zones are slightly shifted from
simulation results, what is needed to cope with simulation errors and modeling inaccuracies. Precise
value of correction factors is not known—typically in case of protection relays correction factors are set
based on operational experience [60].
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Figure 19. RF110/15/α characteristic.

Presented considerations allowed for the development of an algorithm for earth fault location
and identification of the faulted line. The big advantage od line recognition is the possibility to
block auto-reclose devices in case of failures along the cable, which are permanent. Moreover, 2 time
settings—fast for earth faults along the cable line and slow for fault in overhead line sections can be
used to ensure compromise between the reliability of supply and insulation stresses. The algorithm
presented in Figure 20 analyzes angle α and RF110/15 and use conventional comparators to determine if
measurands are inside the protection zones. If measured values are within area 1 a fault in the cable
is recognized, in the range 2—fault in overhead section. Analysis of Figures 8, 9, 13 and 14 allows
to notice that in case of short cable lines—< 3 km, it is possible to analyze only RF110/15 in order to
determine if fault occurred in a cable line or outside – in overhead section. One can conclude practical
conclusion—in case of short cable lines it is not necessary to replace conventional CT with Rogowski
coil in order to use the presented criterion. As is presented in previous author’s paper, in case of low
current flowing through primary side conventional CT can introduce big measuring error – even 20%.
In order to avoid negative impact, i.e., unwanted tripping, of the error on protection algorithm CT
loading block is introduced (I_load > Imin_load). If loading of primary side CT is below threshold,
algorithm makes the decision about tripping based solely on Y0cs, which is modified admittance
protection criterion, obtained according to formula:

Y0cs =
I0cs

U0
(10)

where U0 is zero sequence voltage.
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Preliminary research confirmed that similar characteristics are obtained for cable lines in depths
of the network—not connected with 110/15 kV station. Topic is currently analyzed and is a part of
future research.

After protected feeder is de energized, the fault location general algorithm presented in Figure 21
is started. The general procedure is based on utilization of simulation software or mathematical
model. Detailed description of cable line model can be found in PhD thesis [61]. Due to the model
complexity, the algorithm requires relatively big amount of time to identify branch affected by earth
fault or determine distance to earth fault. As a result, it is not possible, assuming reasonable cost of
protection relay, to use the algorithm in real time.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 18 of 24 
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The fault location procedure is started after measured signals: U0, I0cc, I0cs and information
about present system configuration are send to the system. After obtaining information about the
system configuration the simulation model is updated. Moreover, it is possible to adjust earthing
resistances if weather, particularly rain information is provided. Afterwards faults in key locations are
simulated—in case of an earth fault in one of overhead sections fault at the beginning of overhead
lines are simulated, whereas if an earth fault is identified in cable sections—fault is simulated in the
places of cable line branching. Simulation results are compared with measurement results. Differences
between simulation results and measured values are calculated. The fault location characterized via
the smallest difference is chosen as faulted branch. After faulted cable branch is identified, simulations
are resumed, however this time, simulated fault locations are changed and the fault is simulated along
faulted cable branch. Simulation results are again compared with measurement results and place
characterized by the smallest difference is indicated as fault location. In some cases, similar electric
parameters of branches, it is not possible to identify just 1 fault location since simulation results could
be very similar i.e., just 5% difference between results. In case of small differences between simulation
results, a list of results is send to grid operator. Finally, operator obtain simulation results—if one
branch is affected information to repair team is send immediately, however in case of more potential
fault locations are indicated, the grid operator need to coordinate repair action. It is also possible to use
statistical data or operator experience to choose branch, which is more likely to be short-circuited. Both,
simulation and measurement results are saved in the system database in order to observe effectiveness
of the proposed solution.

In order to understand performance of the developed algorithm, a performance comparison is
given in Table 3.

Comparison of different earth fault location solutions clearly shows that in case of single point
grounded cable lines, developed solution is preferred solution. Furthermore, developed solution has
big performance in case of short lines since installation of additional fault current indicators is not
justified from economical point of view. Furthermore, the proposed solution is the preferred choice in
case of lines with branches. At the same time one has to notice that the proposed solution operates
properly if length of cable lines creating different branches differ significantly—at least 1 km for the
same grounding resistance or grounding resistance differ significantly i.e., 2 and 5 ohms. Therefore,
if the proposed solution is not working one can use fault current indicators. As is presented in table
distance relay performance for earth fault location is small, but one has to notice that distance protection
can locate phase to phase faults with relatively high precision. Fault current indicators are preferred
solutions for overhead lines.
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Table 3. Performance of the RF/α, fault current indicators and distance relay for earth faults in MV networks.

Case 1 (Figure 1, 5, 10 km) Location of Earth Fault in Cable Line Location of Earth Fault in Overhead Line
Identification of Line Type Affected
by Fault and Auto-Reclose Blocking

for Earth Faults in Cable Line
Identification of Branch

Case 1 (Figure 6) cable 1 km overhead section 1 km

Distance No No no na

Fault indicator No 1 Yes, but because of operation issues is not installed Yes 2 na

Developed criteria Yes No Yes na

Case 1 (Figure 6) cable 5 km overhead section 5 km

Distance No No limited na

Fault indicator No 1 yes Yes 2 na

Developed criteria Yes No Yes na

Case 2 (Figure 7) cable 1 km overhead section 1 km and 10 km cable line

Distance No No No na

Fault indicator No Yes, but because of operation issues is not installed yes na

Developed criteria Require special attention in compensated networks No Yes na

Case 2 (Figure 7) cable 5 km overhead section 5 km and 10 km cable line

Distance No No No na

Fault indicator No Yes, but because of operation issues is not installed yes na

Developed criteria Require special attention in compensated networks No Yes na

Case 2 (Figure 10) cable 1 km overhead section 1 km

Distance No No No na

Fault indicator Segment between Re1 and Re2 or segment between Re2 and Re3 d Yes, but because of operation issues is not installed yes na

Developed criteria yes No Yes na

Case 2 (Figure 10) cable 1 km overhead section 10 km

Distance No No No na

Fault indicator Segment between Re1 and Re2 or segment between Re2 and Re3 Yes, but because of operation issues is not installed yes na

Developed criteria Performance depend on number of earthing points and earthing
resistance. No Yes na

Case 2 (Figure 15) cable 1 km and 3 km, overhead section 10 km

Distance No No No No

Fault indicator Segment between Re1 and Re2 or segment between Re2 and Re3 Yes yes Yes, if earth fault indicator is installed

Developed criteria
Performance depend on number of earthing points and earthing

resistance.—If points on RF110/15 = f(α) differ significantly
(Figure 18).

No Yes Yes, for faults in overhead lines

1. Can be installed only in places where cable screen is removed. 2. Earth fault current indicator installed at transition point (Re2).
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7. Summary

At the beginning of the paper, review of materials about earth fault location in distribution
system network is presented. Furthermore, comparison of chosen earth fault location methods—fault
current indicators, distance protection and proposed solution is made. New criterion values are
presented—phase shift between zero sequence current and cable screen earthing current and ratio of
cable screen earthing current and zero sequence current—return factor (RF110/15). Different earthing
screen current sources are presented and analyzed in order to ensure proper, sensitive operation
of earth fault protection and at the same time eliminate a risk of unwanted tripping of earth fault
protection. Simplified mathematical model describing earth fault current flow in cable lines is presented,
what allows to understand the principle of operation. Further, different feeder configurations and
factors affecting performance of the developed solutions are presented. Graphs showing criterion
quantities are described. After simulation result, the developed algorithms for earth fault identification
and location are presented. Additionally, SWOT analysis results and performance analysis of the
proposed solution and conventional fault location methods is presented below.

Strengths:

1. no communication required;
2. cost effective single point measuring;
3. the developed algorithm can detect earth faults in case of zero sequence voltage or current

transformer failure;
4. operate properly in case of neutral point impedance/transformer failure.

Weakness:

1. simplified analytical expression is not sufficient for different cases and therefore it is recommended
to use simulation software for analysis of real cable line. Proposed approach may be problematic
in some countries;

2. proposed solution is not universal and, in some cases, (presented in Table 3), the effectiveness
could be reduced.

Opportunities:

1. further features can be integrated i.e., monitoring of cable screen connections or monitoring of
stray currents;

2. improvement of reliability of supply in place where conventional technologies are not justified
from economical point of view i.e., suburban areas.

Threats:

1. training for utility employees is needed;
2. it is not always clear what is the lowest value of earthing resistance of complex earthing system

and therefore further research activities may be needed.

8. Conclusions

The contribution of the paper is connected with identification of new value, which is used as
a criterion for earth fault detection and location. The proposed value—phase shift between zero
sequence current and cable screen earthing current is combined with previously presented ratio of
cable screen earthing current and zero sequence current. It is proposed to present values on x-y
plane, where the angle is on x axis and the ratio, referred as return factor (RF110/15) is on y axis.
Proposed representation of criterion values greatly simplifies analysis. The proposed criterion is based
on single point measurement and allows for clear identification of line type affected by earth fault.
Proposed solution has unique feature, which allow to identify branch of line affected by an earth
fault. Principle of operation of the proposed solutions is presented and the different screen earthing
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current sources are analyzed in order to ensure sensitive earth fault protection and eliminate a risk of
unwanted tripping of earth fault protection.

Presented solutions can be applied in distribution system networks and reduce downtime after
earth faults. Downtime reduction is really important for power system reliability, which among power
distribution loss reduction are 2 main driving forces of power system research [62].

In some cases, just RF110/15 is enough to identify the type of line affected by an earth fault, but in
case of longer cable lines (≥ 2.5 km), one has to measure angle α between I0cc and I0cs. Results of
conducted network tests and experience indicate that residual connection current transformer is often
characterized by big measuring errors (angle) and therefore it is recommended to use Rogowski coils
for measurements.

The proposed solution is characterized by very good operational performance and practically
100% effectiveness in case of an earth faults of many MV lines. It is however not universal. First and
foremost a distribution feeder should be analyzed in the context of proper operation of the proposed
method. Conducted tests confirm that models included in simulation software work properly, however,
it has to be underlined that tests were carried out in short cable line 370 m and further tests are planned.
It is also planned to develop a criterion for 2fg fault detection and an expert system, which utilize cable
screen earthing current measurement to maximize effectiveness of measuring system.

The proposed algorithm can be combined with distance protection and location algorithms for
phase to phase fault location, what allows to combine advantages of both solutions.
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